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The guide that follows is a collection of the best installation and 
configuration practices compiled by Sunbelt Software for use with 
the VIPRE® Enterprise (VPE) and VIPRE® Enterprise Premium (VEP) 
software as of product series 4.0.x. This guide is in no way meant 

to be all-inclusive to every installation environment but is meant to 
serve as a general overview of our best administrative suggestions 
for agent installation, configuration, and use of VIPRE Enterprise 

within the scope of our customers’ unique and diverse I.T. 
environments. 

Last Updated: 8/24/2010 
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Introduction 

This guide applies to both VIPRE Enterprise Premium and VIPRE Enterprise and uses the term “VIPRE 
Enterprise” to refer to both. To ensure a successful installation and configuration onto your network 
infrastructure, please read and follow this guide completely. 

Components of VIPRE Enterprise 
The diagram below illustrates the main components of VIPRE Enterprise: the Console, VIPRE Database, 
VIPRE Site Service (VSS), Agent Workstations, and the Report Viewer. 

 
Figure 1: The components of the Enterprise system (a basic Site). 

Site 
A Site is a grouping of Agent Workstations managed from a console. Each site has its own VSS and 
VIPRE Database. 

Console 
The Console is the central navigation interface for all three Sunbelt Enterprise products (CounterSpy® 
Enterprise, VIPRE Enterprise, and VIPRE Enterprise Premium). It is designed to manage one or more 
site configurations. The console communicates directly with the VIPRE Database and contains the 
following interface components: 

• The Site Navigator is located on the left-side of the Console, lists the Sites, and the Policies for 
each site. You can navigate between sites and policies by clicking on each entry. The tabs in the 
results pane display the information for the selected Site or Policy. 

• The Site Manager is used to add or modify secondary sites and controls the connection to the 
VIPRE Database. Once the connection to the database is completed, that Site is displayed on the 
console in the Site Navigator. 
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To open the Site Manager, select File>Site Manager. 

• The Site Properties is used to manage all properties associated with the Site. Once in a Site 
property page, you can navigate between sites by clicking on the Site name in the banner. You 
can have multiple Site windows open at any time. 

To open the Site Properties, double-click on a site in the Site Navigator. 

• The Policy Properties is used to manage all policy settings. Once in a Policy property page, you 
can navigate between sites by clicking on the Policy name and the Site name in the banner. You 
can navigate between any policy on any site in the Policy Properties window. You can also have 
multiple Policy windows open at any time. 

To open the Policy Properties, double-click on a policy in the Site Navigator. 

• The Report Viewer is a standalone application that is installed and run along with the Console. It 
can also be installed by itself on separate machines to be used by administrators and managers 
who want to run various reports at their convenience. The Report Viewer can be installed on as 
many machines as required. 

To open the Report Viewer, select File>Report Viewer. 
-or- 
Select Start>All Programs>Sunbelt Software>Enterprise>Report Viewer. 

VIPRE Database 
One SQL Server database consists of a Configuration Schema, Reporting Schema, and a Quarantine 
Schema. 

• Configuration Schema: houses all configuration data. 
• Quarantine Schema: houses all quarantine data. 
• Reporting Schema: houses all reporting data. 

VIPRE Site Service 
The VIPRE Site Service (VSS) manages communication between the VIPRE Database and the 
Agents. The VSS uses a micro-installer to install Agents on workstations and other machines. 

Agent Workstations 
An Agent is the VIPRE component that is installed on workstations or other machines, running 
periodic scans for threats based on a policy that it is assigned to. Agents can be installed manually, 
automatically, or as an Installer package. Agents communicate to the VSS with heartbeats in intervals 
that are admin-defined. 
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Using VIPRE Enterprise: Overview 
The following is the basic workflow for using VIPRE Enterprise: 

1. Install VIPRE Enterprise or VIPRE Enterprise Premium. 

2. Perform the pre-checks for Agent installation. 

3. Plan out the policies you'll need, taking into account special policy considerations unique to your 
environment. 

4. Create and configure your policies for your Agents based on installed Policy Templates or the 
Default Policy. 

5. Add Agents to your policies and install them on workstations or other machines running on your 
network. 

6. Scan agent workstations manually and set up scheduled scans. 

7. Generate reports using the Multi-Site Report Viewer. 

8. Configure additional Sites, as needed. 

Note: All detailed instructions for the steps above are available in the Help. 
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Pre-checks for Agent Installation 

In order to properly install agents, verify and configure the following: 

• The Requirements for VIPRE Enterprise Agents are met: 
http://www.sunbeltsoftware.com/Business/VIPRE-Enterprise-Premium/?tab=3 

• Configure Firewall Exceptions 
• Enable Admin Shares 

Configure Firewall Exceptions 
In order for VIPRE Enterprise to communicate with the Agents, you will need to configure the firewall on 
the machines receiving Agents and the firewall on the VIPRE Server. 

Agent Machines: 
For all machines that you plan installing an Agent on, create pass through exceptions for the 
following ports: 

• Outbound TCP connections on port 18082 to allow agent heartbeat to the VSS. 
• Inbound TCP connections on port 18086 to allow for notifications of updates from the VSS. 
• Inbound and Outbound TCP connections on ports 135, 139, and 445 for WMI updates. 

VIPRE Server: 
On the VIPRE Server firewall, create pass through exceptions for the following ports: 

• Inbound TCP connections on ports 18082 to allow agent heartbeat to the VSS. 
• Outbound TCP connections on port 18086 to allow the Enterprise server to distribute agent updates. 
• Inbound and Outbound TCP connections on the port you chose for agent deployment (80 by default). 

Remote Users 
Users that work remotely over the WAN/Internet will require port configuration on both the Business 
Router and Remote user’s machines, so that the Agents can communicate with their home server to 
receive periodic updates from the VSS. For this to work, do the following: 
On your Business Router/Firewall: 

• Allow ports 18082 and 18086 inbound and outbound to the VIPRE Enterprise Server. 
• If your firewall blocks at the protocol level, allow SOAP traffic. 

On your Remote Agents Router/Firewall: 
• Allow ports 18082 and 18086 inbound and outbound to the Agent workstation. 
• If your firewall blocks at the protocol level, allow SOAP traffic. 

http://www.sunbeltsoftware.com/Business/VIPRE-Enterprise-Premium/?tab=3
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Enable Admin Shares 
Agent installation requires admin shares to be enabled on the machine receiving the Agent. To ensure that 
your Admin Share is enabled on a target machine, perform the following test: 

From the Start menu where the VIPRE site service is installed: 

1) Navigate to Start, Run… or the Quick Launch input area and type \\<TargetMachineName>\c$ 
where <TargetMachineName> is your target agent machine.  

2) When prompted for your credentials, enter the deployment credentials for your network 
installations. 

3) If the contents of the “C drive” on the target machine are displayed, admin shares are setup 
correctly. 

If admin shares are not setup correctly, you will need to enable them. On Windows Vista, 7, or 2008, you 
will need to enable network discovery in the Network Sharing Center. Windows XP and 2003 should 
allow them by default. If they are not, contact Microsoft for instructions on enabling Admin Shares for 
your environment. 
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Policy Suggestions 

VIPRE Enterprise offers you a Default Policy and several Template Policies in which to base the policies 
you need to create for your environment. 

IMPORTANT: The Default Policy’s remediation setting that determines how VIPRE acts on detected 
malware after a scan is set to “Report Only.” Policy templates are good starting points in which to base an 
Email server policy for your environment. 

When creating new policies, here are some IMPORTANT policies to consider having, depending on your 
environment: 

CAD/3D/Graphics Workstations: 
• Add “Always Allowed Exceptions” folder and files exclusions for any “scratch” or “always used” 

files and folders consistently used by graphics software. Ask your graphics software vendor for 
any antivirus recommendations. 

Domain Controllers: 
• In VIPRE Enterprise, add an “Always Allowed Exception” for the items listed in Microsoft KB 

Article 822158. 

Email Servers: 
Email servers should have the following configured: 

Note: The "Servers - SBS 2003" and "Servers - SBS 2008" Policy templates are good starting points 
in which to base an Email server policy for your environment. 

• Disable Email Scanning on the email server agents.  

• Add “Always Allowed Exception” folder exclusions for the Exchange Store and Temp folders to 
prevent Active Protection from scanning them; failure to do so will drastically affect resources on 
the email server.  

• Add “Always Allowed Exception” exclusions to anything listed in Microsoft KB Article 245822.  

• Agents installed on email servers are designed to protect the server, not to provide active email 
scanning. Use VIPRE Email Security for Exchange for an email scanning solution to protect all 
email within an Enterprise environment.  

Laptop/Remote users: 
The "Road Warriors" Policy Template is configured with the following: 

• Create one or more separate policies for Laptop/Remote users. (Search for "Wide Area Network 
(Internet) Installation" in the Sunbelt Support KB)  

• Set laptop/remote agents to check for updates over the Internet. 

• Increase heartbeat after failure time for up to 360 days, or for however long remote users may be 
unable to contact the VSS. 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/822158
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/822158
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/245822
http://www.sunbeltsoftware.com/Business/VIPRE-Email-Security/Exchange/
http://support.sunbeltsoftware.com/
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Low bandwidth agents: 
Create a separate policy for agents with low bandwidth: 

• Set “Mark agents inactive after no contact of: XX minutes” to a value that is at least three times 
the value of the "Heartbeat Interval" setting. 

• Set the “Agent status heartbeat every” to an interval as much as 1 hour. As long as the console 
can ping the agents, they will be notified to come and pick up a deferred work item if any is 
added for them; so, the 1 hour update interval will not hurt agent responsiveness for deferred 
work.  

• Set agents to get definitions updates from the Internet, similar to laptop users, or create a local 
update server in geographic proximity to the agents.  

• Create Remote Updates Server. (Search for "Remote Updates Server" in the Sunbelt Support KB)  

Microsoft SharePoint Servers: 
• Add “Always Allowed Exception” folder exclusions for the items listed in Microsoft KB Article 

952167.  

SQL Database Servers: 
• Add “Always Allowed Exception” folder exclusions for the SQL Database folder such as: 

“C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL10.SQLEXPRESS”  

• See Microsoft KB Article 309422 for more information on SQL exceptions.  

Terminal Servers such as CITRIX or VMware: 
• Do not attempt to automatically install Agents to servers of this type using the Manual “push” 

method. 

• Create a separate MSI package and install it on the Terminal Server using “add/remove 
programs.” This will cause the Agent to protect any sessions that are running on that server and 
not just the Terminal Server itself.  

• Initially installing Agents to all sessions should be done with the CITRIX terminal server in 
install mode. For further information on CITRIX installs please see this CITRIX install guide 
from Methodology in a Box.  

Web Servers: 
• Add “Always Allowed Exceptions” folder and files exclusions for the items listed in Microsoft 

KB Article 822158. 

Backups 
In a properly configured environment, VIPRE Enterprise will not interfere with your backup process. This 
means you can continue to use your backup software unabated, provided that the following requirements 
are met: 

• On Access scanning must be turned OFF. 
• The Agent should be running and not turned off. 
• Make sure a scan is not scheduled during the backup time. 

http://support.sunbeltsoftware.com/
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/952167
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/952167
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/309422/
http://www.dabcc.com/miab/miab10/13.-Install-Applications-MIAB-1.aspx
http://www.dabcc.com/miab/miab10/13.-Install-Applications-MIAB-1.aspx
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/822158
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/822158
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Virtual Machines 
VIPRE Enterprise supports the ability to scan virtual hosts as if they were any other host computer. This 
means that when a virtual machine is running from inside a host device running virtualization software 
that it can execute scans and active protection as normal. This does not mean, however, that the host 
device can run scans on the virtual hosts themselves. Certain virtual data, such as virtual disks and hosts, 
can cause critical failures with VIPRE core and cause the system to lock up. Accordingly, we recommend 
the following: 

1) Exclude virtual disks from the host machine during scans. 

2) Run scans from within the virtual client with a dedicated agent. 
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VIPRE Enterprise Updates 

The VIPRE Enterprise update system is broken up by Software Updates and Threat Definitions Updates. 

Software Updates: pertain to the Agent software and occur a few times a year. Software Updates are 
approximately 17 MB. 

Threat Definitions Updates: identify and remediate malware in your environment and are updated 
several times each day, as often as hourly. Full Definitions Updates are approximately 50 MB. 

Note: When an agent is first installed, it immediately gets threat definitions updates. The Agents 
receive ongoing updates based on the policy they are assigned. 

How Updates are Distributed 
Both software and definitions updates are sent from the VSS on ports 18082. If you enabled “Download 
via the Internet if local updates are unavailable,” Agents will obtain their definition updates from Sunbelt 
Software’s update server (Port 80) if they are unable to contact the update server specified in the policy. 

Note: Updates are NOT delivered from the VIPRE Enterprise Console or by a request over the Internet 
from the Agent. 

In order for the VSS to get the updates for distribution, it is required that both Simple Object Access 
Protocol (SOAP) headers and Internet access be allowed from the VSS machine to the external Internet. 
Specifically, set SOAP via port 80 outbound and inbound for the following: 

• updates.sunbeltsoftware.com – checks for software updates. 
• ec.sunbeltsoftware.com – allows software updates and definition updates to be distributed. 
• ne.edgecastcdn.net – allows software updates and definition updates to be distributed. 

Throttling Updates 
It is necessary to throttle your updates based upon the type of network switches that operate in your 
environment, preventing your network from becoming flooded by excessive update traffic. 

To configure update throttling: 
1. Within a VIPRE policy, go to the Agent>Updates property page. 

2. Under All Updates, adjust “Throttle updates from local server by XX milliseconds” for the 
appropriate bandwidth connection and number of Agents installed over your network: 
• 1 Mbps network: 1000 ms 
• 10 Mbps network: 200 ms 
• 100 Mbps network: 50 ms 
• 1 Gbps network: 20 ms 

Remote Updates Servers 
VIPRE Enterprise 4.0 supports the ability to have multiple Updates Servers in your environment. 
Basically, run the Full VIPRE Enterprise installation on a secondary machine, which will be used as the 
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“Update Server.” Download the latest updates and configure the relevant policies to get updates from this 
new update server. 

To create a remote update server: 

1. Download your product installer via http://www.sunbeltsoftware.com/Updates/. 

2. Run the installer on the machine you intend to be the update server, and follow all default 
settings, ensuring that the Full Installation is selected. Keep in mind that this will need to be a 
NEW database; you should not be using any old databases during this process. 

3. Continue with the VIPRE Database Configuration Wizard using the default settings. 

4. When prompted, launch the VSS Wizard. 

a. On the “Registration” screen, use your main license key. 

Note: Installing additional update servers does not require a new key or the purchase of 
additional software licenses. 

b. Skip to the “Languages and Updates” screen. Ensure that the threat definitions and agent 
software updates have been downloaded, as indicated in the “Status” column. Please be 
patient, as this may take a few minutes. 

c. Finish the VSS Wizard. 

5. Complete the rest of the Site Configuration Wizard. 

6. Go to your main policy server and change any desired policies so that Agents request updates via 
your update server. 

a. In the Policy Properties, navigate to Agent>Communication. 

b. Under the Servers area, enter the update server’s IP address and Port number for the "Update 
Server" fields. 

Installation and configuration of your remote update server is now complete. Agent polices will still 
be administered via the main policy server, while updates will be handled via the update server. 

 

http://www.sunbeltsoftware.com/Updates/
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Protecting Your Machines 

When configuring your policies, the most important policy settings to configure for effectively protecting 
your environment are the following: 

• Remediation Settings 
• Active Protection Settings 
• Scan Schedules 

Remediation Settings 
Remediation is a term used by VIPRE enterprise to define the handling of threats. It has four settings: 

• Allow: leaves the threat type alone. Also, the reports will not show anything about a threat of this 
type being allowed.  

• Report Only: takes no other action other than have all details go into the report database. Also, 
there may be some types of detections that you just prefer to be allowed, such as cookies.  

• Quarantine: discovered threats of this type are removed from the workstation and put into 
quarantine on the Agent machine itself.  

• Delete: the item will be deleted from the agent machine and be unrecoverable.  

Active Protection Settings 
Active Protection (AP) monitors and disables malicious activity in your environment in real-time and 
should be enabled all systems. To enable AP, navigate to Policy Properties>Active 
Protection>Handling Known Bad Programs, and then checking the Enabled check box. 

Additional AP settings should be considered: 

• Notify user when AP blocks and quarantines known risks: allows end-users know that 
something has been quarantined on their computer so that they are not alarmed if an application 
suddenly disappears. 

• On Access: controls how AP will respond to files on access. You can set it based on the needs of 
your security environment, whether it is more for performance or more for security. 

IMPORTANT: For servers, set On Access to Execution Only. Higher settings will cause slower 
system performance. 

o Execution Only (Performance): select for AP to scan any file that attempts to execute. This 
setting is optimal during normal conditions 

o High Risk Extensions Only: select for AP to only check files with extensions that 
SunbeltLabs and you (Admin Known) consider "high risk."  

o All Touched Files (Security): is for a higher state of protection and should only be selected 
in the event that a malware outbreak is suspected or has occurred. When enabled, ALL files 
are scanned when they are copied onto the computer or touched. Use of this setting can 
result in slower system performance, depending on workstation specifications, as well as 
the number and type of programs running.  
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• User Control: allowing user control of AP should be only for experienced computer users. 

Scan Schedules 
Depending on the level of input and output on your server or workstation, you should configure the 
workstations to schedule scans that will not interfere with users’ daily operations. 

If agent workstations are always powered on, the scheduled scans should run as indicated below. The 
"Default" is what is set in the Default Policy, and "Optional" is a best practice under slower network 
conditions. 

• Quick Scan:  

o Default: 7 days per week at noon.  

o Optional: 7 days per week during non business operational hours.  

• Deep Scan:  

o Default: 7 days per week at 9:00 PM (21:00).  

o Optional: 7 days per week during non business hours, when possible, and after nightly 
backups.  

For environments where agent workstations can only be scanned during working hours, the scheduled 
scans should be run as follows: 

• Quick Scan: daily during lunch time and set the quick scan to run at a low priority during 
working hours.  

• Deep Scan: during lunch time on one or more days that scanning least impacts employee 
productivity. Set the deep scan to run at a low priority during working hours.  
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Managing Malware Detections 

When an Agent detects an infected file and quarantines it (based on its Remediation setting), the actual 
quarantined file resides in the Quarantine folder on the Agent machine. Quarantine data is automatically 
deleted after 90 days, as the default. This is configurable from the Policy Properties>Agent>Actions, 
Data Retention area. 

Quarantined file data for all Agents resides in the Quarantine Schema (SBQ) of the VIPRE Database. 
Quarantined items on Agent machines can be managed from the “Quarantine” tab of a selected policy. 

Handling a Malware Outbreak 
An “outbreak” is an infection of one or more malware types across one or more resources including 
email, files, and/or machines. In the case of an outbreak, the network environment needs to be actively 
monitored and effectively purged of all traces of the infection. 

For specific instructions on effectively dealing with a malware outbreak, please go to 
http://support.sunbeltsoftware.com/ and search fro the KB article, “Missed Malware.” 

Do not hesitate to work with Technical Support for assistance. 

How to Send a File for Analysis 
Every threat that is submitted to our database helps us improve our definitions, so we appreciate any input 
you have. You can submit false positives for review two ways: from SunbeltLabs Web site or from the 
VIPRE Enterprise Console (See the Help, “Sending Files to Sunbelt for Analysis”) 

…from SunbeltLabs Web site 
1) Navigate to http://sunbeltsecurity.com, which opens the SunbeltLabs Web site.  

2) At the top menu bar, select Malware Research>Submit a False Positive. 

3) In the “Submit A False Positive” screen, enter your information and attach the sample file, up to 
12 MB. 

4) In the description field, describe the issue and what is occurring. It just needs to be long enough 
to cover what’s happening. A lengthy explanation is not necessary. 

http://support.sunbeltsoftware.com/
http://sunbeltsecurity.com/
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